Nanoporous metal/metal-oxide composite prepared by one-step de-alloying AlNiCoYCu metallic glasses
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ABSTRACT
A bicontinuous nanoporous NiCoCuY metal/metal-oxide composite was fabricated by one-step de-alloying Al85-xNi6Y6Co3Cu x (x = 1, 3 and 5) metallic glasses in alkaline solutions. The electro-chemical performance of the nanoporous composites as binder-free electrodes has been evaluated. It is found that 3 at.% Cu addition can achieve the largest capacitance which is attributed to the increase in electric conductance. The capacitance of nanoporous composites can reach as high as 1.22 F cm$^{-2}$ CM$^{-2}$ if the Al83Ni6Y6Co3Cu3 sample was de-alloyed in 4 M KOH for 50 min. Such a one-step strategy of de-alloying metallic glass not only generates a promising functional material for energy storage, but also provides a facile way for decreasing the resistance of electrode material.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electrochemical capacitances (also called supercapacitors or ultracapacitors) have become one of the promising energy storage devices for next-generation power devices because of their high power density, fast charge/discharge rates, long cycle life, and better cycling stability compared with secondary batteries [1–6]. According to the energy storage mechanisms, electrochemical capacitances can be divided to two types, i.e. (i) double-layer capacitance, which involves non-Faradic process, (ii) Faradaic pseudo-capacitance, which is a Faradaic process [7–9]. These two mechanisms can work separately or together, depending on the active electrode materials in electrochemical capacitors [10]. However, the capability of electrode material is significantly influenced by its surface area and morphology. Nanostructured materials hold promising application potentials as electrochemical capacitors because they have high specific surface area for rapid diffusion and fast redox reaction. Recently, nanoporous metals with high specific surface and low density have attracted great attention in many technological application including actuators, catalysis, energy storage and so forth [11–13]. Transition metal oxides, such as CoO, NiO, RuO2, MnO2, etc, are superior supercapacitor electrode materials. Electric conductivity is another important factor for the capability of electrode. However, the band gap of transition metal oxides between the conduction band and valence band is relatively narrow, which result in poor electrical conductivity leading to their low capacitance. In current years, two strategies have been developed to overcome this deficiency. The first is the external conductive reinforcements by compoising with conductive materials, such as carbon [14], conducting polymers [15], nanoporous metals [16], and conductive metal oxides [17]. Unfortunately, these reinforcements are often limited by weak oxide/conductor interfaces. The second is internal conductive reinforcements by doping various metal atoms, which is taken advantaged to improve the weak interfaces. For example, Kang et al. [18] obtained a thick Au-doped MnO2 film by doping the Au atoms in MnO2 using physical vapor deposition. However, deposition is a complex and slow process.

In this work, we used one-step corrosion strategy to fabricate NiCo-based nanoporous metal/metal-oxide composites by de-
allowing AlNiCo-based metallic glasses. The influence of the concentration of etching solution, corrosion time and alloying of noble metals on the electro-chemical capacitance were studied. Based on this work, the optimal experimental parameters for fabricating the nanoporous composites with large capacitance were determined.

2. Material and methods

The master alloys with nominal composition of Al_{85-x}Ni_{6}Y_{6}Co_{3}Cu_{x} (x = 1, 3 and 5) (at. %) were prepared by melting highly pure melts (>99.9 wt %) using an induction-melting furnace under the protection of Argon atmosphere. The master alloy was then melt in quartz tube and injected onto a spinning copper roller to prepare metallic glass ribbons. The thickness of the ribbon was about 20–30 μm and the width was about 2 mm. The metallic glass precursor was de-alloyed in KOH aqueous solutions with different concentrations at room temperature. After de-alloying, the samples were rinsed with deionized water and dehydrated alcohol.

The structure of the metallic glass precursor and de-alloyed alloys were characterized by X-ray diffraction using a diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (Bruker D8 Advance). The microstructures of the de-alloyed samples were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4800). Chemical analysis was performed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS, Oxford INCA x-sight). Electrochemical tests were carried out at room temperature using an electrochemical workstation (Zahner Zennium) in a three-electrode cell with a Pt foil as counter electrode and Ag/AgCl (Cl⁻ concentration inside of the electrode is 3.5 M) as the reference electrode. For capacitive performance measurements, the electrolyte is 1 M KOH aqueous solution. The working electrode was the de-alloyed ribbon. The nominal area of the samples immersed into the electrolyte for electrochemical tests was 10 mm².

3. Results and discussion

The XRD patterns of the Al_{85-x}Ni_{6}Y_{6}Co_{3}Cu_{x} (x = 1, 3 and 5) ribbons in Fig. 1a show only a broad diffraction halo without crystalline peaks, confirming the homogenous amorphous structure. The sharp exothermic crystallization peaks in DSC traces further confirms the glassy state of the Al_{85-x}Ni_{6}Y_{6}Co_{3}Cu_{x} samples, as shown in Fig. 1b. Replacing Al by Cu can enhance the thermal stability which is confirmed by the increase in crystallization temperature (Tₜ). This is different from that replacing Ni by Cu decrease the thermal stability [19]. The structure of de-alloyed sample was also studied using XRD, as shown in Fig. 1c. After being etched for 1 h, the amorphous hump at 2θ = 38° disappeared, while crystalline peaks appeared. These crystalline peaks were ascribed to Ni(Co,Cu) metal and Y, Ni, Co metal oxides. The crystalline size for the dealloyed samples was estimated to be about 3 nm according to the diffraction peak in XRD curves.

To understand the de-alloying process, micro-structure of the cross-section of the ribbon was investigated. Akin to the de-alloyed Ag-Mg-Ca metallic glass [20], the nanoporous layers grew from the two surfaces into the metallic glass precursor, as shown in Fig. 2. Since the ribbon was prepared using a single roller spinning furnace, the cooling rate on the roller-contacted side was much higher than the free side. It is interesting to observe that the de-alloyed layer on the free side is thicker compared to the roller-contacted side. This suggests that the faster-cooled metallic glass has a better corrosion resistance. The linear-scanned EDX curves confirmed that Al in the metallic glass had been mostly removed, since the content of Al decreased after being de-alloyed while the contents of other elements increased.

After de-alloying, the rest Co and Ni can be oxidized/reduced between different valence (Co^{2+}/Ni^{2+} and Co^{3+}/Ni^{3+}) which is applied as supercapacitor electrodes. The electrochemical capacitance was examined to evaluate their application potential as binder-free electrodes. It is known that the low electric resistivity of the nanoporous materials can contribute to large capacitance [18]. To obtain a lower electric resistivity, the noble metal Cu is alloyed into the metallic glass. Fig. 3a shows the CV curves of Al_{85-x}Ni_{6}Co_{3}Cu_{x} (x = 1, 3 and 5) de-alloyed for 50 min in 4 M KOH. On the curves, one can find that the content of copper changes the integral area of the CV curve, but not change the potential of redox peaks. From the galvanostatic charge/discharge (GCD) curves (Fig. 3b) of Al_{85-x}Ni_{6}Co_{3}Cu_{x} (x = 1, 3, 5) de-alloyed 50 min in 4 M KOH at 6 mA cm⁻², it is easy to find that the sample of Al_{82}Ni_{6}Y_{6}Co_{3}Cu_{1} exhibits the largest discharging time. The areal specific capacitance was calculated from equation C = IΔt/SΔV, where I is the discharge current, Δt is the discharge time, ΔV is the potential range and S is the area of the electrode. The calculation presents
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Fig. 1. (a) XRD curves and (b) DSC traces of the as-spun Al_{85-x}Ni_{6}Y_{6}Co_{3}Cu_{x} ribbons. (c) XRD curves of the samples dealloyed in 4 M KOH aqueous solution for 1 h, 1.5 h and 2 h.
that the specific capacitance of the de-alloyed Al85-xNi6Y6Co3Cu_x (x = 1, 3, 5) are 1.06, 1.22 and 0.77 F cm^{-2}, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3c.

The equivalent series resistance (ESR) during charging and discharging was studied for the materials with different compositions. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3b, the voltage drop \(V_{\text{drop}}\) in the discharge curve was proportional to the ESR. The ESR is composed of several resistive phenomena: resistance of electrolyte, resistance from charge-transfer reaction and electrical conduction within electrode. For the same electrolyte, the ESR is a combination of the resistances from charge-transfer reaction and electrode. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3d, the de-alloyed Al82Ni6Y6Co3Cu3 exhibits the smallest \(V_{\text{drop}}\) compared to the other two compositions, which denotes the best electric conductance in comparison. The ESR is estimated to be about 16.0, 8.4 and 45.3 \(\Omega\) cm^{-2} for \(x = 1, 3, 5\) according to the slope in the inset of Fig. 3d. Above all, adding Cu by 3 at. % can enhance the capacitance by decreasing the electric resistance.

On the other hand, the de-alloying time and the concentration of electrolyte are also key factors for the electrochemical performance of nanoporous materials. It is in need to figure out the optimal parameters. Firstly, to study the effect of de-alloying time on electrochemical properties, the Al85-xNi6Y6Co3Cu_x glassy precursor was de-alloyed in 4 M KOH solution for various time. Fig. 4a shows the cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of the de-alloyed sample evaluated as a binder-free electrode in different de-alloying time at the scan rate of 10 mV s^{-1}. In the CV curves, the broad peaks in the region between 0.2 and 0.45 V (vs Ag/AgCl) correspond to the Faradic redox reactions of Ni and Co oxides/hydroxides [21,22]. At the same scan rates, the current intensities increase with the increasing de-alloying time, indicating the higher integral area of the CV curve. Fig. 4b shows GCD curves of the de-alloyed Al82Ni6Y6Co3Cu3 glassy precursor in different de-alloying time at the current density of 6 mA cm^{-2}. Along with the de-alloying time,
the electrochemical charging-discharging capacity increases to about 1.22 F cm\(^{-2}\) for 50 min and then decrease if it is de-alloyed for longer time (i.e. 60 min). The increase of capacity till 50 min is attributed to the growth in the thickness of nanoporous NiCo metal/oxides, which indicates more active materials for charging-discharging reactions. However, upon further de-alloying, the electric conductivity will decrease if there are too much of oxides.

To study the influence of the concentration of electrolytes, the electrochemical capacitance of the sample de-alloyed in electrolytes with different concentration of KOH is shown in Fig. 4c. It took more de-alloying time to reach the highest capacitance for the diluted solutions. The optimum de-alloying time is 50, 60 and 90 min for 2 M, 3 M and 4 M solutions, respectively. The maximum capacitance also depends on the solution concentration. When being de-alloyed at solutions with higher concentration, the capacitance becomes larger at the optimum de-alloying time, but the time window for obtaining a better capacitance becomes narrow.

To gain insights into effects of the etching solution concentration on the nanoporosity, we studied the micro-structure of the optimum de-alloyed samples in different KOH solutions, as shown in Fig. 5. The ligaments of the nanoporous structure become much thinner when being de-alloyed at solutions with high concentration of KOH. Because the thickening of ligaments is controlled by the diffusion of metallic elements [23] and the de-alloying reaction is much faster in solutions with higher concentrations, the formation of thinner ligament is attributed to the less diffusion time during de-alloying. Such thin ligaments provide large specific surface area.

The electrode of Al\(_{82}\)Ni\(_6\)Y\(_6\)Co\(_3\)Cu\(_3\) precursors de-alloyed in 4 M KOH for 50 min not only has biggest specific capacitance (1.221 F cm\(^{-2}\) at 6 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) in those three Al\(_{85-x}\)Ni\(_6\)Y\(_6\)Co\(_3\)Cu\(_x\) (x = 1, 3 and 5) composition, but also is better than previously reported value for such free-standing electrodes, such as Co\(_3\)O\(_4@\)RuO\(_2\) nanosheet arrays (0.86 F cm\(^{-2}\) at 10 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) [24], Co\(_3\)O\(_4@\)MnO\(_2\) NW/nanosheet core-shell arrays (0.56 F cm\(^{-2}\) at 11.25 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) [25], NiO/Ni nanowire arrays (0.36 F cm\(^{-2}\) at 5 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) [26], and NiO nanoflake arrays (0.25 F cm\(^{-2}\) at 2 A g\(^{-1}\)) [27]. More literature results are summarized in Table 1. This good electrochemical performance could be related to the following structural features. Firstly, the continuous nanoporous structure leads to a high surface area which undoubtedly contributes to the
high capacitance. Secondly, the nanoporous structure supports more active sites and facilitates the mass transfer which contributes to the high capacitance. Thirdly, the doping of copper decreases the equivalent series resistance which results in smaller internal resistance of the electrode materials.

4. Conclusions

In summary, nanoporous NiCo metal/metal-oxide composites have been fabricated successfully by one-step de-alloying Al25.9Ni8.0Y6Co3Cu3 metallic glass precursors. Alloying of noble metal (Cu) is beneficial for increasing electrochemical capacitance by decreasing the electric resistance of the composite. Dealloying the Al25.9Ni8.0Y6Co3Cu3 sample in 4 M KOH for 50 min can achieve the largest areal specific capacitance 1.22 F cm−2 at 6 mA cm−2. These results suggest that AlNiCo-based metallic glasses are promising candidates as precursors for fabricating metal/metal-oxide composites with homogeneous nanoporosity and hold promising application potential as binder-free electrodes. The fabrication strategy is applicable for mass production and provides a good opportunity for fabrication of various kinds of functional nanoporous metals which may be useful in energy storage.
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